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Regents Raise Stu·dent Fees by$12
3 New Buildings Approved, Married Housing Planned
The UNM Regents approved a
$12 per semester student fees
increase, gave the go-ahead to
construction of three new campus
buildings and ordered plans to be
drawn for on-campus married
student housing at their monthly
ineeting Saturday:
The fees increase will jump the
total expenses of going to UNM to
$227.25 for residents and $642
for out·of·state students. This is
the first fees increase in three
years.
Vice President for
Administration and Development
Sherman Smith explained to the
Regents that the extra revenue
from raised fees will be used to
aid financing construction of a
new building, probably on the
north campus, to house the
Colleges of Nursing and pharmacy
and the dental hygiene program,

The new structure will be
financed by University funds with
matching federal money ~ not
state reve.nue. Smith said the
University is more likely to get
mroe extensive facilities by
financing the project this way,
bypassing the state Board of
Educational Finance (BEF),
Under present programs, the
Federal Government will double
whatever money the University
puts up for the project. And if
anticipated changes in this policy
pass the U.S. Senate he said, the
University's investment- $1
million- might be matched by
three times as much from federal
funds.
Other projects approved by the
Regents (these to be financed
through allocation of the BEF)
were a new faculty office building
to house the departments of
English, philosophy and history,

Ghetto Youth

Phot~

by Chuck Feil

and a chilling tower located at the
intersection of Lomas and
Stanford, which will provide
Anyone interested in discussing
the Regent's actions may attend a
rap session being held by
President Ferrel Heady and
Regents' President Calvin Horn
from 1 :30·2 :30 p.m. in the Union
lounge.

Calvin Horn

chilled water for cooling buildings
on the north campus,

The faculty offices will be built
on the south edge of the plaza
outside Zimmerman Library
between the Union and new
Ortega hall,
Construction on this building
will begin some time in April or
May, At the same time,
construction will begin on a new
lecture hall just south of the
faculty building. The lecture hall
has already been funded, said
Smith.

'U nity'Comprised of Independents
Candidates Stress 'Need for a·Governing Majority'
(Editor's Note: This is the first
of a series of articles dealing with
the candidates in the City
Commission race.)
By DON BURGE
More often than not money
wins elections,
And this year most of the
money is in the Albuquerque
Unity Party.
Unity is a "new" party formed
basically from the now defunct
Albuquerque Citizens Committee'
(ACC) and some elements of the
People's Committee for Better
Government (PCBG). Those are
the two parties wh1ch have elected
virtually all of the city
commissioners over the past
decade.
But while the ACC folded with
the formation of Unity, the PCBG
is still active and has entered its
own slate of candidates in the
Oct. 5 election.
Unity's candidates, Ray Baca
and Robert Poole who are vying
for the two four-year terms and
John Rust who is entered in the
two-year race, were selected, in
Poole's words, to represent the
valley, business and the legal
profession.
Availability
Baca states that one of his
primary considerations in running
is to "bring about an easier
communication" between
Albuquerque citizens and the city
government. To do so he says it is
essential the city commissioners
make themselves "available on
Saturday mornings on a rotating
basis."
All three Unity canctidates
agree that the state of the city's
finances is the most important
problem facing the city but Poole
adds "the crime I drug problem is
the most pervasive." Baca stresses,
however, that there is no easy
solution to the revenue problem,
adding that nearly all of the
"available solutions such as

revenue sharing or increased taxes
required action by so~eone else."
Balance
Rust adds that another
important consideration is the
need for city government to add
"some balance" to ensure that all
citizens are equally represented.
"There hasn't been any balance in
the past and I'm not saying that
you need absolute balance on
every issue but it is essential that
all sides be heard and be
represented," rust said.
For that reason, Poole asserts,
it is essential "a slate be elected,
There is a lot of merit about being
independl\nt but we are
independent in our judgement and
the governance of the city has
demonstrated the need for a
governing majority."
Unity's candidates have also
called for the firing of City
Manager Richard Wilson, an issue
first brought up by the
Albuquerque Today and
Tomorrow Party (A'IT). When
ATT first raised the issue, Unity
attacked them saying that Wilson
was not the issue, that the city's
problems stemmed primarily from
the lack of leadership and
direction at the City Commission
level.
Flip Flop
One week later, however, after
nearly half of the candidates had
called for Wilson to be fired, the
Unity candidates also said they
would fire Wilson if elected. or
their change of position Poole
says simply that "we thought
only that he (Wilson) should have
a hearing first."
One candidate who has 11ot
joined the "fire Wilson" chorus is
independent Solomon Brown:
"Wilson should not be used as an
issue and he should not be made
the scapegoat for the current City
Commission's mistakes. ' j
Instead, Brown says, Wilson's

performance should be carefully
evaluated and some of his powers
should be "diluted." 'rhere is
currently no way to constantly
"monitor Wilson's performance
because the Commission only
meets for a couple of hours once a
week."
Brown, who is running for a
four·year term, also agrees that
the city's financial status is of
concern but says the greatest
problem is "the question of how
Ute city is currently being run and
the type of thinking of the
leaders."
Opposes Curfew
"Our leaners think in terms of
building highways and
constructing buildings but all too
often they have forgotten the
aches and pains of the people,"
Brown adds,
With respect to financing,
Brown says the city should
considl'r increasing cigarette and
liquor taxes, and, "as a reluctant
last resort" consider a city income
tax. ••we should not rely on
regressive taxes such as sales taxes
because they hurt the peple least
able to afford it."
Brown is opposed to the
current proposed park ordinance
which would impose a midnight
to 6 a.m. curfew in the city parks.
"The plan is simply unworkable.
For one thing there just aren't
enough police on duty at night to
enforce a curfew and those few
police who are on duty have more
important jobs to do than worry
about someone being in a park at
night."
The parks curfew plan, ho nays,
is an example or planning by
leaders 11 Who have never felt the
pain and because they haven't
they don't know how to react to
it."
(Tomorrow a look at
independent candidates George
Jelson, Daniel Olivas, Hamilton
Rogers and James Mulholland.)

The Lobo Suggests:

Kegs Drain Quicker Than Dorm Treasuries
By DUCHESS SMITH
For every resident in the
dormitories, there is $1 tucked
away in a treasury somewhere.
But nobody can get to it until the
dorms set up some kind of
government for doling it out.
So 1 people are getting
organized.
Andrew Yiannakis, head
resident. of Coronado, told The
lobo his dorm was a little slow in
getting started this year.
"We had an election on two
proposed types of government for
Coronado, but it took us longer
that we had hoped to get enough
students to vote to decide on a
proposal/' said Yiartnakis. e~we
finally decided ort the proposal of
electing 12 representative::;, a man
and a woman from each hall.
'lltese people will be direct
representatives of the students
and will vote in accordance with
how the residents feel," he said.
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"The purpose of the
government is to do what it can in
terms of services for the
residertts," said Yiannakis.
"The efficiency of the
government will depend on the
students interest or apathy, which
has been a problem of the past,"
he. continued. liThe governmeJJt
will perform such services as
providing recreational equipment,
newspapers, and stamps for the
residents.
Hokona residents voted on
their government proposal
ertthusiastically, in contrast to
Coronado. Head Resident Frank
J. .ucero said that 2/3 of the
students voted, setting a new
record.
"Our governmertt consists of a
general council which will govern
the whole dormitory," said
Lucero. "We have a man and
woman representative from each
floor. There are 12 represerttatives

for the entire dormitory. Out of
these 12 they will elect a
chairman," said Lucero.
Lucero added that the proposal
was almost unanimously passed.
Beer Busts, etc.
<~Our
government will be
resportsibe for allocating money
for social functions and other
activities of the dormitory," he
said.
Head Resident Tony Oliver of
Alvarado said that his dormitory's
goverrtment was based etltirely on
student initiative,
"Our government is very
loosely organized which is the
way we wanted it;" said Oliver.
"We have a five • member council,
one person from each floor and
two representatives from the
dormitory at large who were
elected,"· he said.
Oliver who is also the head
residertt of Onate said that the
dormitory decided on nine

representatives, three from each
floor.
Beer Busts, etc.
u Both Alvarado and Onate's
governments are very loose in
structure and leave everything up
to the residents/' he said. 11 The
government's main functions are
to provide services and social
functions.''
Barbara Fetter, head resident of
Santa Clara said that the girl's
dormitory voted on a governmeht
which consisted o£ a council with
a president, a secretary • treasurer
and a representative from each
floor. The president is Debby
Holmes and the secretary·
treasurer is Barbarlt Shewmack.
Ferrer who is also the head
resident of Santa Arta said that it
has a president, vice president,
secretary, treasurer, and two
representatives. President is

Martha Beny, vice president, Sue
Stevens; secretary, Peggy
Comeliou.s; ahd treasurer is Elaine
Infinget.
Beet Busts, etc.
De Vargas and Laguna head
resident in Andi Poole.
"We have two representatives
from six houses," said Poole.
11
The representathtes have not
been elected yet, but WI:! hope to
get this underway very soon."
At the end of last year the
Residents Hall Council voted to
abolish itself and set up an
executive committee composed of
the dormitory representatives to
decide what to to with RHC
funds.
The next step for the
dormitory governments will be to
organize the committee and
decide how appropriations will be
distributed amortg the residents.

Subcommittee Re-examines ISRAD Charter·
General FacultyObiecfions Center on' Language, Not Issues''

editorial

The Source
When Man Bites Dog . • •

The Regents sent a delegation of
Albuquerque real estate developers packing
Saturday after hearing a snow job about how
students' needs would best be served if all
married student housing was turned over to
private enterpl1se instead of on-campus
housing.
There are thousands of students living in
rat-holes in the student ghetto or commuting
five miles every day, thanks to
Albuquerque's wonderful, concerned and
altruistic real estate men.
And the Regents decided it was time to
start changing things.
Apparently, they have come to .the
realization that real estate developers, like
politicians, ambulance • chasers and used car
dealers are not to be trusted.
So when the realty delegation tolq the
Board 10,000 apartments would be ready
for occupancy by 1973, Arturo Ortega
reminded them their ~:piddle • and · upper

income dwellings were ,iust not suitable for
"students who barely have enough money to
go to school."
And when the smiling spokesman told the
Board that some of what they planned to
build was moderate income housing, Austin
Roberts reminded him that most of those
apartments were so far from campus that
parents would have to, furnish cars for their
kids to get to classes.
And when the delegate offered to conduct
a survey of student housing needs, the Board
agreed with GSA President Bert Hansen that
"you can run a survey to tell you anything
you want."
It was refreshing to watch the land
development fat cats evacuate the
conference room wben the Regents had
finished with them.
College students have been easy game for
grey-wolf landlords too long.
But thanks to the Regents, it looks like a
change is going to come.

By Carolyn Babb
Q. What does BEMA mean on the Lobo's editorial page?
P.J.S.

A. Our illustrious editor, Casey Church, informs me that
the name for tbe Lobo's open editorial column, Bema, is a
Greek word for a speaker's platfornl. The title was first used
some four or five years ago with the intention, then and now'
of giving any member of the University community an
opportunity to debate campus, local or national issues. The
Bema column, as well as letters to the editor, is meant to
provide as much access to a public discussion fonlm as
possible for UNM people.
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Q. Before I got my waterbed, the habitual number of
successive ejaculations I coUld achieve was three per contact.

Now my girlfriend is amazed at the number of climaxes we
can achieve without stopping. Does the wave action· effect
the performance of coital activity, or is my vitamin ·''E"
working? W.H.
A. Samuel Roll, professor of psychology, said it is highly
unlikely that the waterbed or the vitamin "E" have affected
your performance, although he said it is possible that if
somebody had a difficult time relaxing that something like a
waterbed might help. It may also be that you have worked
out some internal conflicts, or that you are in love. In his
search for potency, for aphrodesiacs, man bas "discovered"
just about everything Uf!der the sun, including rhinoceros
horns (worth more than gold in China).
Roll also said that once people find a position and
environment in which they are comfortable, they usually
settle into it and use other positions only for variety.
Bill Green of Gold Street Records said that a lot of
college · aged guys come into the store with much the same
questions about waterbeds. This is due to the advertising
slogans used- "Live and love on liquid luxury," and "Have a
ball on a water bed," be said. Green advises his customers
that water beds are "out of sight" and "groovyn if you know
what you're doing, because it's all up to your imagination.

document outlining the duties and
The disputed charter defining no limitatic;>l).'l .on the number of statement, a section defining the responsibilities
of the faculty, the
functions
of
the
govexning
.relations between the UNM associate directors thpt c()uld be
ISRAD
dircctorahip
and UNM's
executive
committee
and
the
The'
'proposed
board
appointed,
faculty and · ISRAD will be
re-examined today by a would have five faculty me111bers, administrative staff, the three central ;~dministration in the
subcommittee of the Research the director and associat\3 ways of initiating a research two·year history of ISRAD, the
directors gf ISR"AD, thl'l project under ISRAD auspices and University's research arm,
Policy Committee,
First GuideliMs
Chairman of the. charter University's. yice president for rules governing the participation
of
UNM
academic
personnel
in
The
lack
of written gpidelines
research
and
a
representative
of
drafting subcommittee, Marshall
WAS
a
.
central
feature .of the
ISRAD
•
sponsored
projects.
Nason, said the current disput\3 is GSA.
'Part
of
Commu11ity'
controversy
ave~ the acceptance
Joseph
Scaletti,
chairman
of
"over language, not issues."
Nason said the idea behind the · of a contract signed by Heady
Faculty objections to the the faculty's Research Policy
charter
provisions was to "make it March 9, 1970 with the .Law
Committee,
dismissed
most
of
the
charter include the pos$ibility of
(lSRAD) part of the University Enforcement Assistance
an IS.RAD majority on the charges against the dra!t, s;~ying comml!nity,
to utilize faculty Administration. The general
executive committee, which the "charter Ls subj\'lct to change
faculty; in their March 24, 1970
departmtlnts to scat (Ill . the and amendments. Just as we can expertise in programs."
meeting, set up the subcommittee
"It
is
not
the
case
that
ground
amend
the
U.S.
Constitution,
we
ex e cu ti ve board and t.he
was
,lpll~,!~
"ego~~!ltiQI'I~,",
he
l!aid,
can
amend
the
charter
in
response
relationship of the ISRAD
in .discussing the charter drafting
director and associate director to to changing times/'
committee meetings this summer
Faculty
Representation
the executive board.
01 l'm
by UNM President Ferrel
attended
not worried the five
Objections to the charter were
faculty
members
would
be
Heady,
and
ISRAD Director, Jack
(continued {rom page 2)
raised at the Sept, 14 general
faculty committee and the knuckled under, They lmow they Ca111pbell,
Campbell, at the Sept. 14 some places in Peking.
drafting subcommittee was asked can always come to to the
-The fact that military lcaderB
to re·examine the documllnt Research Policy Committee with faculty meeting, said "any were out of sight for a few days
reasonable
arrangement
would
be
problems."
before 'the October general faculty
He $aid fac1-1lty critics were acceptable" to ISRAD during the time of the apparent
meeting,
meeting.
1 ovedy
'
concerned" about management and added he was
Board Membership
Parade Cancellation
domination
of
the
executive
"prepared
to
work
with
this
Faculty members fenring
-Tile
cancellation of the
lSRAD domination of the board by ISRAD associate (RPC) subcommittee or a new traditional parade and mass rally
directors.
ISRAD
now
has
one
one"
to
refine
details
of
the
proposed executive board said an
scheduled for the Oct. 1 National
charter's wording,
,:>pen provision in the charter associate director.
Day celebrations. Rehearsals for
The
draft
presented
Procedures
outlined
in
the
to
the
allowing "the associate directors"
the
parade were conducted l!P to
of ISRAO voting membership put proposed charter on ISRAD goals faculty is the first formal
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Bethlehem Steel

Campu1
IntervieW/

October 11,1971

Q. What happens to dogs taken from the UNM campus to
the. Albuquerque Animal Center if they are not clainted? Is a
fee involved in claiming one's dog at the Center? What is the
time limit for claiming one's dog before alternate measures
are taken? D.B.
A. The Animal Control Center will hold a dog for three
"Ok, tl1en - if it does cause damage to wildlife, massive earthquakes a11d destructive tidal days and if not claimed will put the dog up for adoption on
the fourth day. To claim your own dog you must pay a $4
waves; we promise 11ot to hold tests here again!"
fee plus $1 for each day be has been boarded there. How long
a dog is kept depends upon how much room they have. If
they are neither claimed by their owner nor adopted they
will eventually be put to sleep (to adopt a female you must
The Lobo tells students what's pay $41 to have her spayed).

By CHARLES R. SMITH
HONG KONG {UPl)- Chinn
analysts in this listening post said
today they are convinced that
Communist China is locked in a
leadership crisis.
There are divergent theories on
the nature and cause of the crisis,
but most analysts tend to
believe it involves the health of
Chairman Mao Tse·Tung or his
heir, Defense Minister Lin Piao, or
a new power struggle between
ultrnleftists and military
moderates in the Communist
Party hierarchy.
It is believed the problem was
thrMbed out at a mid-month
meeting in Peking. This probably
was a meeting of the 25•member
Politburo of the Communist
Party's Central Committee.
Leftists Faction
One theory is that the leftist
faction in the Poliburo and
'Central Committee may have
seized on Premier Chou En·Lai's
invitation to President Nixon to
visit China as a point of attack.
Analysts suggesting this theory
say the leftist may have won
enough support to create a serious
split in the lea<lership.
There is a dearth of hard
information but analysts point to
a curious sE!ries of events which
include:
~A stepped • up attack by the
militaey on lett extremists since
late Al!gust. 'l'his attack has
contained pointed reference to
Chen Po•Ta, a former secretary of:
Mao and considered the fourth -

Page2

happening on and around campus,
but also what people think about
what is happening, So, for your
information the following are The
Lobo's letters to the editor and
Bema policies:

ranking :man in the party tmtil he
was put in political limbo a year
ago along with Li Hsueh·Fertg,
another member of the Politburo.
Photographs
-Publication of photographs in Letters to the Editor ••.
Letters to th~ editor sbol!ld be
two communist papers in Hong
Kong of all members of the no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Politburo, exccp~ Chen and Li.
Sender's name, addreS~; and
-Issuance of a set of 50 color
photographs of Mao in connection telephone number. must be
'lvith the 50th anniversary of the included with the letter or it will
founding of the party. not be considered for pl!blication.
Distribution of the photographs Names will not be withheld upon
was begun Sept. 12. The party's request. IT a letter is from a group,
50th anniversary was last July 1. ple!llle include a name, telephone
Analysts were intrigued by this number and address of a group
timing and by a paragraph in the member, The letter will carry that
announcemertt referring to Lin name, plus the name of that
Piao, vice party chairman and grol!p.
The Lobo will publish letters as
de fcnse minister, who is
designated by name in the party space and the number of letters
constitution as Mao's "successor". received allows.
-Reports by travelers from
Peking that visitors schedl!led to Bernas •..
Bernas are unsolicited, signed
see Premier Chou En·Lai on Sept.
guest
editorials which do not
12·13 were told that he was not
necessarily
reflect the .editorial
available artd had their meetings
policy of The Lobo, or the policy
rescheduled.
of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bema$
Great Hall Meet
-Reports from a delegation of may be any length, but may be
Japap.ese politicans that a meeting cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor,
apparently was . underway in
please
include address and
Peking's Great Hall of the People
telephone
number with the Bema.
for at least two nights, Sept.
lettets
to the editor or
Both
12•13. The Japanese said 50 to SO
Bernas
can
be
mailed to The
cars were at the hall, indicating
presence of high-level officials, Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM,
and the meetings apparently went delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or
on late into the night.
-The removul of some statues deposited in the Lobo Suggestion
and photographs of Mao .from J3ox inside the east door of the
Union.
(p/e(lse turn to page 3)

Faculty opposition to the
LEAA study included the lack of
consultntion with . faculty.
members before the contract was
approved and chnrges .of
"~;ystematic excl11sion" of UNM
faculty members from eligibility
in the program through the job
requirements.
The contract from LEAA, a
branch of the Justice Dept.,
provided for a study of law
enforcement in Bernalillo County
and Albuquerque,

"

the night of Sept. 11, indicating
thllt the deci~ion to cancel it was
abrupt despite a Chinese fo~eign
ministry announcement to the
contrary.
-'l'he grounding of aircraft for
several days during the mid·month
period.
Mo!\t analysts doubt that Mao
or Lin has died but they do not
rule out the poS~;ibility that one of
them may be sariously ill,

Steel is the backbone of American
business and industry, and Bethlehem
is our country's second-largest steel
producer. And, when it comes to
progressiveness, we're second
to none.
If you're thinking c_areerl think
seriously about the Bethlehem Steel
Loop Course. Ask your placement
officer about it; see our specification
sheet; pick up a copy of our booklet,
"Bethlehem Steel's Loop Course," at
the placement office. Most important
of all, sign up for a campus interview.
Here•s how you might fit in at
Bethlehem Steel:

Odd Comings and Goings Letters

Presage China Leadershift

charte~C.

China Leadershift

I

l

••

to write the ISRAD- faculty

Engineering Degrees

Steel Plant Operations
Fabricated Steel Construction
Mining
Sales
Research
Shipbuilding

Q. ls the Popular Entertainment Committee in debt from
last yeat- how much? How do they plan to keep out of debt
this year? D.L.
A. Tim Padilla, co-chairman of the committee1 said the
group has lost some $20,000 in the last three years, and
although it lost money last year the committee isn1t in debt
because the money was made up from the general fund.
Padilla said be hoped by bringing in top groups and timing
their performance better that they would make money this
year. The first two shows popular entertainment sponsored
this year, Quicksilver and Superstar, made $1250 and $2000
respectively1 and both were sold out. Black Sabbath is their
next show, set for Oct. 3.

Business and Arts Degrees

Sales
Accounting

Q. Would you please explain the uses of the label on the
back of our ID cards? What do the numbers 1-30 stand for?

J.E.J.
A. The label indicates that you are currently enrolled as a

The Bethlehem Steel Loop Coursesince i922, our program for recruiting,
orienting, and training college
graduates for careers in management.
Talk over your career prospects with
our campus representative.

UNM student and therefore eligible to purchase tickets and
get student discounts for different events throughout the
semester. Whenever you use your card for these purposes one
of the numbers Will be crossed out (if you got your athletic
lD number one should be crossed out).
Q. In the legal section of the newspaper 1 always read that

a case is dismissed with or ,v)thout prejudice. What does this
rnean? A.ll.

s~..~H£M

A. Joe Goldberg of the Law School said that when a case is
dismissed with prejudice the s'ame legal issues cannot be
brought against the same defendant. If the case was dismissed
without prejudice (due to a technical error in the pleadings,
etc.) the same case may be brought against the same
defendant.
NElW M:EXlCO LOBO
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Relatives Reject Antiwar Policy
POW Families Split Over Vietnam Situation
WASHINGTON (UPI)Despite growing frustratioh
among its members, the largest
group of Americans related to
U.S, prisoners of war appears
likely tv reject calls for a tough
antiwar policy in place of its
traditional role of neutrality.
A showdown on the issue is
expected next week at the second
annual convention of the National
League of Families of American
Prisoners and Missing in Southeast
Asia.
Both factions predict that the
league will choose to remain
"non-political" and that the
decision will lead some members
to quit, particularly those most
dissatisfied with the
administration's Vietnam policy.
For their part, administration
officials ncknowledged that
President Nixon is certain to get
plenty of criticism, but they are
confident that the majority "of
POW families will stand by the
President and his strategy of
gradual withdrawal.
Non-response
• Nevertheless, even league
officia,ls are now voicing
disappointment with the
admi nistra.tion 's response or
non-response, as they see it- to
the Viet Cong's July 1 offer to
exchange prisoners if the United
States agrees to withdraw all of its
t-roops from South Vietnam by
the end of 1971.
"I do think thnt perhaps we did
have an opportunity and maybe
that opportunity has slipped
through out fingers," the lea.gue's
national coordinator, Ms. Joan
Vinson, said in an interview.
Vinson expressed the hope that
on Nov. 15, when the President is
expected to announce his next
troop withdrawa.l step, "He will

do at that time something thnt
will negotiate an end to the war."
An indication that the
administration is aware of a
shifting of sentiment among POW
families and that this change
could have a powerful impact on
public opinion comes from Sen.
Robert Dole, (R·Kan.).
1600 Families
"Talk about demonstrations,"
Dole recently remarked. You get
1600 families walking around the
capitol, with all the emotion
involved- you've got a
demonstration."
He quickly added, however,
that he did not see this
apocalyptic vision taking place.
''The President is doing
something," he said, that will
bring home the imprisoned among
the more than 1600 men ca.ptured
or missing in Indochina since
1964.
Dole, who is Republican
National Chairman as well as an
early supporter of efforts to win
better treatment for POW's, said
he had discussed the prisoner issue
with the President many times
and that Nixon was well aware
that "sentiment was changing."
The senator said he could
understand why some despairing
relatives were pressing for
establishment of a wi.thdrawal
dea.dline. "It's the only thing we
haven't tried," he said,
Dole's position has gotten him
into some trouble with former
friends in the POW community.
During a CBS television
documentary on June 29, he put
it this way:
Just for Prisoners
"We ha.ve to be very candid
about it, we don't want to stay
there just for the prisoners, we
don't want to get out just for the
prisoners. They're important but
they represent less than one-half
of one per cent of the Americans
who've died in South Vietnam."
The statement did not go down
well.
"Dole blew one, I think," said
one White House official. "The
wives are furious."
But the same official said
Dole's mistake was that he ga.ve
the erroneous impression that the
administration put more emphasis
on saving Saigon than in winning
the return o£ the POW's. Neither

the administration nor Dole, he
said, felt th~;~t way,
"I would think that most of the
prisoners- and their families- a
large, large part of them, would
want to leave a viable government
in South Vietnam," the official
said.
A Jess publicized statement but
equally disturbing to some POW
families was a remark made by
Secretary of State william P.
Rogers last Dec. 10 before the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
Asked by Committee Chairman
J, William Fulbright (D-Ark.),
whether it was correct that in the
absence of a negotiated
~>ettlemetlt- a possibility under
Vietnamization- "The prisoners
could stay there indefinitely,"
Rogers replied:
"Well, I hate to say that as a
fact because it (is) such a tragic
fact, but I do not know what else
to do."
Many POW families disregard
statements such as those by taking
at face value the President's
pledge that he will never abandon
the prisoners. They also take heart
in analyses which portray Nixon
as a politicclly cophisticated
President who would not dream
of entering the 1972 election
campaign with Americans still
fighting or imprisoned in
Indochina.
But others don't share this
faith.
Ms. Valerie Kushner, whose
husband is a captive of the Viet
Cong, insists that the only way
the United States will win the
release of its prisoners will be to
agree to stop the war and to set a
withdra.wal deadline in exchange
for an accounting by the
Communists of all men U.S.
authorities believe were captured
and a return of all of the POW's in
Indochina.
Ku~Simu,
who f~;equl!iltly
travels from her home in Danville,
Va., to lobby with other POW
relatives for end • the • war
legislation in Washington, wants
the league to seek this end by
such means as full page newspaper
ads calling upon the President to
oot a deadline contingent only
upon satisfactory resolution. of
the prisoner exchange issue and an
accounting of the missing,

Speakers Committee Invites
Tijerina to Popejoy Tuesday
Reies Lopez Tijerina, former militant leader of the
Spanish land grant movement in the Southwest, will speak
at Popejoy Hall at 8 p.m. Tuesday.
His appearance is part of the Student Speakers
eommittee Series for 1971-72. Admission is by season.
ticket and by individual tickets at the door. Prices are
$1.50 for adults, $1 for children, and UNM and University
of Albuquerque students, faculty, and staff admitted free.
Tijerina gained national prominence when he led a raid
on the Tierra Amarilla Courthouse in June of 1967. He is
now on parole from a federal prison where he was
sentenced after conviction of burning a U.S. Forest Service
sign. He was acquitted of charges stemming from the
Tierra Amarilla affair.
His main concern at the time of Tierra Amarilla was u
claim by Mexican • Americans to land, based on Spanish
and Mexican land grants, and the 1848 Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo. His most recent statements, however,
have indicated a general concern for social justice for
Mexican - Americans and other oppressed peoples.
Tijerina is a former Assembly of God preacher and
co-founder of the Alianza, an organization devoted to
regaining lands for descendants of recipients of land grants.

PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPJ)Ernest A. Miranda, key figure to a
landmark U.S. Supreme Court
decision, has been reconvicted of
robbery.
Superior Court Judge Philip
Marquardt did not set a d~;~te for
sentencing for the defendant, who
was tried under a fictitious name
to avoid publicity.
Miranda was retried on the
robbery charge due to the 1969
U.S. District Court decision that
overturned his earlier conviction
on grounds his confession was
"involuntary and illegal.""
Miranda's identity was kept
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The more old movies 1 see, the
more I become convinced that
most films 20 years old or more
are pretty rotten by modern
standards- corny, cliched dia.log
and direction, rea.lly dated - but
can be elevated to classic status by
outsta,nding individual performers.
Such is the case with "The
Hunchback Of Notre Dame,"
playing at The Guild Art Theatre
through Thursday. Of the five
main chara.cter.s, Maureen O'Hara
and Thomas Mitchell were too
often syrupy· sweet, Edmund
O'Brian and Sir Cedric Hardwicke
were gener~;~Jly great - a,nd Charles ·
Laughton as Quasimodo wa.s
absolutely astounding, Two days
after seeing it I am still stunned,
and haven't as yet been able to
recall a modern performance to
compare with it.
I ha.d seen "The Hunchba.ck"
on TV, but it was some years ago
nnd I wasn't looking for .the same
things in a movie then that I do
now. I remembered only that it
was exciting and that Quasimodo
was quite grotesque· looking. My
wife had also seen an old movie
on TV called "The Hunchback Of
Notre Da.me," but after
comparing notes I knew it wasn't
the same film. A cheap imitation,
it showed how Quasimodo's
deformities came about and
played up the shock value of his
grotesqueness. Apparently Charles
Laughton was prone to
imitation- the highest form of

Reis Lopez Tijerina
A Concern for Social Justice

Convicted Kidnapper, Rapist
Faces Retrial For $8 Robbery
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from the jury until after the
verdict was read because of the
publicity he received over a
Supreme Court decision regarding
unrelated convictions for
kidnaping and rape.
The high court's ruling held
that criminal suspects must be
advised of their constitutional
rights before giving a confes5ion.
Miranda was retried on the
kidnap • rape charges, convicted
and sentenced to 20 to 30 years in
prison.
Miranda was retried on the
robbery charge under the Mme of
"Jose Gomez" alth6ugh lawyers
and witnesses usually referred to
him as "the defendant" to avoid
revealing his true identity.
Marquardt told the jurors
Miranda was tried under the
fictitious name "to protect the
interests of the defendant and the
public."
Miranda was ;~e<msed of robbing
Mrs. Barbara Sue Johnson of $8 in
November. 1962.
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By RICHARD M. SUDHAL'fER
LONDON (UPI)- It might
have been the credo of any one of
the current crop of rock
superstars,
"We always looked at pot as a
sort of medicine, a cheap drunk
and with much better thoughts
than one that's full of liquor. But
with the penalties thnt came, I fo~;
one had to put it down though
the respect for it . . . will stay
with me forever.
"I have every reason to say
these words and am proud to say
them. From experience."
That experience was not this
year or even last, but 40 years
ago, the writer no rock star but
Louis Armstrong.
'Gage
For four decades, as he moved
from the relatively narrow
celebrity of the jazz world into
wider acceptance in show
business, Louis kept silent about
1931, his encounters with ''gage,"
as musicians ca.IIcd it then - and
with the law.
But early this year, only
months before his death at 71, he
told the full story in a letter to
British author ·critic Max Jones, a
personal friend.
It forms a sort of centerpiece to
"Louis," a biographical study of
Armstrong was published by
Studio Vista and scheduled for
U.S. publication by Little, Brown
in November.
Louis was in Los Angeles,
appearing at Frank Sebastian's
Cotton Club with the Les Hite
orchestra. As many jazzmen of
the period, Armstrong had no
objection to occasional smoking
of "muggles" or "gage."
One night he and drummer Vic
Berton, a star in his own right for

:utr. ;--~

flattery, many say - as further
evidenced by the Marlon Brando
remake of his classic "Mutiny On
The Bounty.". There, too, the
remake doesn't compare with the
original, even. with the benefit of
better equipment and improved
skills which came with the passing
years.
Without Laughton, the same
movie probably would've gained
little attention. The director was
ma.king social comments
throughout the film- with a.ll the
subtlety of a, beserk hunchback.
Mau:reen O'Hara and suitor
Thomas Mitchell were nearly in
the Nelson Eddy • Jeannette
McDonald mold. Heroes making .
bold speeches always stood just
where a beam of light would
strike their faces. Etc., etc.
But none of this matters, even
at the moment you're watching it.
By RANDY SITTON
the whole movie basks in the
LawyQr William Stringfellow,
brilliance of Laughton's touching
third in this yea.r's Student
humanization of a man society
didn't consider human. Working Speakers C01nmittee series, said
under one of filmdom's best Thursday night that the United
make-up jobs ever, he not only States is falling into "Babylonian"
brought out Charles Laughton moxal debradation.
"Babylon, at the itme of its
from under·neath the twisted
hunchback, he brought out the fa.IJ," he said, "was mor&lly
humanity of Qua.simodo himself. corrupt and with a, citizenry of
If you haven't ever se!ln it, or low or no conscience. The fall of
saw it long enough ago that you Babylon brought cries of joy from
don't remember being moved to Heaven, for the failure of the
tears or stunned by La.ughton's Babylonian society was a sign of
performance, don't miss it again. God's ultimate sovereignity over
man's destiny. How odd that the
It is fantastic.
Charles Andrews death of a, society should incite
jubilation in Heaven."
In his speech "The state and
Reality of Conscience,"
Stringfellow noted that it is a
misfortune that most Americ~;~ns
are either ignorant or obtuse
about what the Book of
Revelations has to say. He said it
his work with Red Nichols' Five is probably the most overlooked
Pennies, were sharing a "joint" in book in the Bible.
the club's parking lot between
Bible Ditched
shows.
"Our society has dismissed the
Heart to Hea.rt
Bible as being apolitical. Because
''Just then two big healthy
it has political overtones, we have
dicks came from behind a car- actually suppressed it," he said.
nonchalantly- and said to us,
"Americans might have been
we'll take the roach (cigarette)
boys," Armstrong recalled. "So
one Dick stayed with me until I
went into the club and did my last
show. He enjoyed it too. Because
when he and 1 were on our way
down to the police station we had
a. heart· to· hea.rt talk."
The talk, predictably, elicited
the detective's admission that he
and his family were big fans of
Satchmo's and wouldn't dream of
letting any harm come to his
"chops."
I
All the same, the 31 ·year· old
trumpeter · singer spent 10 days
in the Los Angeles County Jail
before being released on a
six-month suspended sentence.
Thereafter, he wrote to Jones,
he concluded life was too short
and his ambition too great to risk
the "drastic penalties" of further
narcotics convictions.
"So we had to put it down. But
if we all get as old as Methusela
our memories will always be of
lots of beauty and warmth from
gage •.• but the price got a little
too high to pay (law wise)," he
wrote.
Anecdotes
Jones and his fellow · author,
trumpeter • historian John
Chilton, have fashioned "Louis"
into less a. conventional biography
than a chain of anecdotes and
personal reminiscences,
punctuated \vith analysis of Louis'
music and persona.lity.

Photo by Chuck Fell

U.S. Society 'Morally Corrupt'
Nation's Leadership Steeped in 'Moral Poverty'

Laughton's Acting Impressive
In Revival of Mothball Classic

enlightened as to their moral
degeneration if they were more
Biblically inclined. We have been
deprived of moral insight and
development by political
leaders- not so much outright
wickedness as simple moral
incompetence. The American
Institution incubated an apathy
for human life," he said.
Stringfellow stated that the
affluent in this country ha.ve a
great deal more to risk, both
materially and psychically, in any
social crisis than the
impoverished.
Crooked Leaders
'' God knows America ha.s
wicked nien in high pl~;~ces," he
said. "There seems to be a
reciproc~;~l
relationship between
moral poverty and leadership."
"Somehow, the great, white
bourgeois of America are

conformed in a mannel' of
quitting, Being classed as one,
they seem to feel that they are
somehow relieved of any moral
sanity," he said.
"However many men of evil
means who are in government,
they are far, far outnumbered by
those bereft of conscience. The
failure of conscience in American
societ-y resembles the estate
Biblically described a,s hardness of
the heart," Stringfellow said.
Nazi Babylon
As a conclusion, Stringfellow
noted a parallel' between Nazi
Germany with the emerging
totalitarianism· of America. The
first is that Nazi Germany was not
based on a mechanized,
automated economy as America.
is, and second, their leader,
Adolph Hitler, wa.s, if nothing
else, a genius.
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SPRING SEMESTER-ISRAEL
For Humanities Students
Brandeis University /The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Study centered in Jerl;lsalemjFebruary~June, 1972
Limited to 30 students
Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.
FourcoursesfHistory, Literature, Archaeology, Bible
Earn 16 credits
Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic preferred
Cost:. $2000 /Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel
Application deadline November 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
Monday, September 2'1, 1971
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Frustration

Fred Heney, left, waoohes as the
Iowa State Cyclones put another
TD on the scoreboard.
George Amundson vaults over
the Iowa offensive line into the
waiting arms of Houston Ross,
top picture, but managed to score
anyway.

27,23,231 people saw the Lobos take a thrashing at the hands of
Iowa State Satutday night, 44-20. The game was a hotly played
contest the first half with the Lobos generating enough points to
stay in the gQme.
The second half was a painful one for the Lobos, as they saw the
Cyclones pull QWay and were never seen again.
A beautiful night with a gusty breeze from the South was what
the weather was like. The tough Cyclones from the Big Eight and an
erratic Lobo team from the lVAC was what the game was like. See
opposite Jla.ce for story.

Photos By
Charles WilliamFeillll

I

Cyclones worked the ball down to 33, A jaunt of seven yards by recovered from.
:ay M,ARK SANCHEZ
14 on the following play, Long
UNM football fans saw the the 12 but the Lobo defense again Larry Marquardt set up two more
The Cyclones scored on their displayed further hi~ pa~$ing
Iowa State Cyclones deflate the proved to be stubborn behind the runs by the slippery Amundscin. first series after the beginning of ability when he passed on tbrid
Lobo victory balloon last determined tackling C)f liMbaclter He fumbled on the 18 but the the fit'St half marching '78 yards in and three to Henry at the five for
Saturday night H•20. The loss, Houston Ross, safety Dan Spriggs Lobos couldn't capitalize on the ·eight plays to score on a 13 yard a fit'St down then ca.rried the ball
UNM'a first this season, seemed a and tackle Rob Winter. Oyckme ISU miscu;'l;
pass from quarterback Carlson to in for the score, A two-point
repeat of last year's ISU·UNM kicker Reggie Shoema.ker split the
Two series later Long again substitute tight end Keith Krepfle. convet'Sion attmept failed.
contest as the Cyclones from the goal posts again and UNM was directed the Lobo attack down to
Thll Lobos took the ball on the
The touchdown gave the Lobos
Big Eight ran their offellSe at will down 6·0,
ISU ·nine ynrd line. He directed 26 and six tplays later fumbled new life and they then recovered a
Rocky Long engineered a short the 63 yard drive in 13 plays, back to the Cyclones on the 37 fumble on the ISU 30, Long
against the Lobos and stopped
them defensively when the drive into ISU territory following capping off the march with a pass but ISU couldn't take advantage passed to split end Ken SmiLh at
the kick, but couldn't get a first to Fred Henry with 38 seconds of the miscue and handed the ball the 19, but a TD pass attempt by
occasion arose.
A taut running game coupled down on the Cyclone 46. :aoone remaining on the clock. Long back to the Wolfpack 10 plays Long was intercepted in the end
with pinpoint passing was the booted the ball to the Iowa 34. pas sed w.i th surprising later foll()Wing a partially blocked zone by the Cyclone secondary
story for Iowa State in their Quarterback Dean Carlson using effectiveness during the drive to
field goal from 13 yards out.
squelching Lobo hopes for
victory, UNM just couldn't seem backs and mixing his plays with split end Paul Labarre lifting UNM .. Defensively it was a victory for another score,
to get going in all but the second devastating effectiveness brought out of Cyclone territory from the the Lobos but the offense
Iowa State didn't punt until
quarter of the game and George it back llP to the Lobo 21 and 27 to the 48. Mixing up his plays nullified any good the defense there were only five minutes 42
Amundson of Iowa State ran the Shoemaker again chalked up three well, Long handed to Henry who may have accomplished. On the secvn!ls left in the game typifying
took it down to the Iowa 27 two
th~rd play of the series Nate
ball like the "Big Red Running points for the visiting Cyclones,
the effectiveness of their offense.
Lobo Scores
plays later. McCall .ran it to the McCall. fumbled on a pitch from
Machine" was .supposed to.
UNM under the direction of .
The next .series of plays proved 17. McCall then took it to the Long and mo.nster linebacker Matt Bruce Boone, in the closing
The second quarter was the
mini-contest within the game. The too fruitful for the Lobos, Rocky Cyclope 7 and was thrown for a .Blair fell on the ball at the two seconds of play moved the ball
Lobo offense matched the defense Long, Fred Henry and Nate two-yard loss before Long made yard line. On the second play against the ISU ~ubs but were not
in tenacity and pulled the Lobos McCall moved the ball from his TD pass of the night good to Dean Carlson put it over..and exciting enough to stop the flow
to within two points of ISU at the mid-field down to the seven yard Henry.
boosted the Iowa State lead of fallS from the t>tadium.
end of the first half. Here's how line in eight plays, The excitement
30·14.
Never Recoverect
The tone of the game was
mounted as the UNM running
the story went:
Following the second best show
New Life
UNM's inability to Papitalize on
game lived up to advanced billing · of the night, by the band 1 Iowa · · ISU was never in trouble ln the Iowa miscues...and. Cyclone .ability ..
Iowa Field Goals
The Cyclones took the ball on with McCall and Long first State dominated the third quarter: second half. Behind the direction to move the ball at wiil against the
the 38-yard line of the Lobos with carrying it down to the 27. Rich which proved to be disasterous for
C)f Dean Carlson, the running of UNM defellSe. The defense of the
two and a half minutes gone in Diller took a handoff from Long the Wolfpack. The first half was George Amundson and a stalwart UNM team stopped the Cyclone
' the game. ISU quarterback Dean and went up the middle for eight typified by a stubborn Lobo defense they put the freeze on attack in a couple of key
Carlson moved the ball down the yards and Henry on two defense which gave up only 16 Lobo drives throughout the instances, . but the offense
Lobo 29. A stubborn UNM successive runs took it to the 14. points to the vivacious Cyclone second half and moved the ball neutralized any gains the
defense refused to surrender a Long then worked his way to the offensive ·game led by the rutming seemingly at will against Houston defensive 111\it may have produced
touchdown and Iowa State place seven and Henry went over the of George .Amundson. His 121 Ross and Co.
by handing the ball back to Iowa
kicker made the Cyclones settle left side breaking two tackle,. to yards, to lead all rushers
On their first series in the State.
for three points by splitting the put the Lobos on the scoreboard accounted for almost half of ISU's fourth quarter State traveled 55
In the end it was The Cyclones
goal post with three minutes 10 for the first time that evening.
total offense to lead all rushers.
yards in ~;even plays to go ahead 44 and UNM 20 with BYU
UNM kicked off after the TD in
seconds gone in the first qunrter.
Fred Henry paced Lobo 37·14. Carlson moved the ball coming up fast.
what looked to be a whole new offensive stats with 77 yards total brilliantly and George Amundson
Result: ISU 3, UNM 0.
UNM took control after the ball game but ISU qu:u-terback, offense, 66 of them running.
took it in from the seven
·
:New Mexleo Game STATS Iowa State
Overall, the first half proved to unto-uched on the scoring play
kick on their own 23 and after a playing running back, George
•
.
·
17
Fk:lt Downs
27
futile attempt to get the ball out Amundson cut the Lobo glory be the -contest within the contest
Long followed smt and put the
54·222 Rushing Yardage
60·366
their own terti tory, punter Bruce short. He carried it on the opening as team stats were close, But Iowa Lobo team. on the ISU 20 with
128
Passing Yardage
131
19·10·2 Papcs
18·8·0
Boone gave the Cyclones the ball play from the 20 to the 28. Two State came out in the third more. accurate passing.
• b on New
F re d uA,enry came
· d 1
't down t o
6-26
Punts-Avg.
1·34
on the Lobo 36. Behind the plays later the Cyclone · Cyclone quarter an d d 1.d a JO
2
Fumbles Lost
2
running of George Amundson, the rambled from his 40 to the Lobo Mexico that the Wolfpack never the 17 and Long squirmed to the
99
Yards Penallted
64
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V/ildcats Surprise UTEP 14-6 To Head WAC Action

I!

ASU Rolls Over Utah, Kansas St. Tops BYU
Arizona 14-UTEP 6
After allowing two fit'St half
field goals the Arizona Wildcats
roared back for a 14·6 upset over
highly favored UTEP.
Ray llrahm's second period
boost of 23 and 31 yards gave the
Miners a respectable lead but they
could do no more as the Wildcats
defense tightened up.
The same Wildcat defense was
responsible for setting up the two
Arizona tallies. Their first big play
came when Mark Arenson
intercepted a pass by UTEP's

Gary Keighley and returned it to
the Miner 27. Six plays later
tailback Joe Petroshus scampered
through the middle for an 18·yard
score.
In the third'quarter the defense
scored without assistance from
the offense. The tally came when
linebacker Richard Dodson
blocked a Keithley punt at the
UTEP 15. The ball was deflected
into the end zone where it was
recovered by defensive end Bob
Crum for the margin of victory.
ASU 41-Utah 21
Sophomore Woodrow Green
rushed for 214 yards, including
INTRAMURAL STATS
. two touchdowns, to pace the
Flag li'ootball-lnde&>endent League No. 1 Arizona State sun Devils to a
Games through Sept. 21
1
1. 1 Phelta Thi
s-o
1.000 4 -21 romp over Utah.
2. NROTC
3-o
l.ooo
The potent ASU offense ran
a. CBS
2·1
.666 the ball 77 times for a total of
2•1
•6 66 389
4.LawSchool
·yards ' • with Brent
5. Coca Coa
1·2
.333
6. Independent
1-2
,333 McClanahan addmg 95 yards to
7. ATO ''B"
o-a
.ooo Green's tour de force. :Both men
8. Ilokona·Gr8Jlada
o-3
.ooo ran the ball 31 times.
Independent No. 2
•
1. R,ec Room
a-o 1.000
'Ihe game was close until the
2. Independent
3-0
1.000 final quarter, with Utah pulling to
ll. Rebels
2·1
.666 within 24·21, behind a lO·yatd
4.
NESEP
1·2
.333 pass f rom S coo t er L ongnure
• to
5. "F"
Troop
o-s
.ooo
G. Zia Hokona
o-a
.ooo Steve Mnrshal, but from that
Fra~emity-llorm N~.l
point the going got progressively
1. S!gma AIJ?ha EpSilon
4-0
1.000 tougher.
2. S1gma Ch1
4-0
1.000
Th e t urmng
• pom
• t o f· th e game
3. DeVargas-Laguna
1-3
.250
4. Delta Sigma Phi
Nl
.250 cnme when Arizona successfully
5. Kappa Alpha
1·3
.250 capitalized on a: fumble by Utah's
6. P!ti Delta Theta
1·3
.250 ro~
Fratemity-Dortn No. 2
ui-ne Bel cy k • Th
. e.f umble stoppe d.
1. Phi Gamma Delta
4·0
1.000 a Utah driv,e at the ASU 20. 13
2. Pi KaP!Ia Alpha . .
3·0
1.000 plays later the Devils scored on a:
3. Alpha KaPP.a Lambda 2·1
.666 32•yard field goal by ace Don
4. Lambda Ch1 Alpha
1·2
.333 Ekst
d
5. Lilly's
1-2
.333
. ran .
6, Alpha Tau Omega
1·3
.260
45 seconds later the Utes gave
Bowling
Standings
r
7. Alvaxado Hall
0·3
.000
Week ending Sept, 17
1. Sigma CW
4-0
1.000
2. Alvuado Hall
4·0
1,000
3. Phl Delta Theta
4-0
1.000
4. NADS No. 1
2·2
.500
5. NADS No. 2
2·2
.500
6. Lambda Chi Alpha
0.4
.ooo
7. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
o-4
.ooo

up possession of the ball again
after Belcyk fumbled for a second
time, this time deep in Utah
territory. Two plays later Green
swept in from the 13-yard line.
Green later added to his
superlative performance by
scoring on a 37~yard run following
an interception.
The Sun Devils weren't
slouching defensively either, as
they stopped Utah on the
one-yard line following an ASU
fumble at their 10,
The victory was ASU's 19th in
a row. Their last defeat came at
the hands of Utah two yeat'S ago.
Air Force 28-Wyoming 19
Air Force quarterback Rich
Haynie hit flanker Greg Smith for
a 15-yard scoring pass with only
two seconds remaining to steal a
victory from the grasp of the
surprisingly tough Wyoming
Cowboys 23·19.
Wyomin .., which lead most of
"
the game, had to give up the ball
with 2 3 seconds left after
intercepting a Haynie .aerial in the
en d zone. Two p lays Ia ter the
Falcons scored the winning
points, with Haynie connecting
for 30-yards to Dan Novak and
'
the 15-yard winnmg
tosa to
Smith.
The Cowboys, who were two
touchdown underdogs seemed to
have the game sewed up in the
fourth quarter. Qunrterback Gary
Fox capitalized on an AF punt
b
h' •
fum le by 1ttmg flanker Jerry
Gadlin for an eight yard tally

giving Wyoming a three-point
edge.
\
Fritz Turner, Wyoming's right
cornerback, then intercepted a
Haynie pass in the end zone with
1:25 left seemiftgly capping a
Cowboy victory.

Kansas St. gambled successfully
four times on the BYU defensive
line, sending Butler into the line
on fourth and short yardage
situations, Each time the 6·foot,
225 lb. Butler was successful.
Overall the the Kansas running
game was awesome as they
Kansas St. 23-BYU 7
eoll.ected :?.69 yards on the
Bill Butler punched out 142 ground, 'Out in other aspects the
yards in 41 carries, including Kansas St. wasn't as potent as
touchdown runs of five and three quarterback Dennis Morrison was
yards, to pace Kansas St. to a 23·7 intercepted four times and the
win over under- manned BYU.
offense fumbled three times.
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8. Onate

FUN

.0001

FUN

OKIE'S

Not Enough

lO.c BEER

Nate McCall btoke through the
Cyclone line for some ynrdage
Saturday night, above, but never
managed to bust out for a big
score.
Coach Rudy Feldman, right,
keeps his players in tow as they
fought 1tard agaiJL~t the Cyclones
in the first 1\al£, in a losing effort.

Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Gale invites yau
aver far the finest
broiled hamb

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN
NEW MEXICO LOBO

•

Monday, Serttemher 27, 1971

FUN

266·0550

7:00 a.m.-midnight

Across from Johnson Gym
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ICAMPUS BRIEFS I
Heady and Horn

·Lobo Goof

Fenel Heady and Calvin Horn
will hold a rap session from 1:30
to 2;30 in the Union lounge on
the first floor SeJ;lt. 27,

In Thursday's Lobo, Rick
Hinton was quoted as saying he
thought the jury's decision in the
National Guard suit was "a bunch
of shit." The quote was
inaccurately attributed. The Lobo
regrets the error.

· " Scholarships
Two $50 0 scholarships are
offered by the Phelps Dodge
Corporation with the stipulation
that some preference be. made to
students who are sons or
daughters of Phelps Dodge
employes in Nqw Mexico,
including employe& of Phelps
Dodge subsidiaries. A!. _t>Ucations
may be obtained in room 118 of
the Student Aids office. Deadline
date is Sept. 27.

Lobo Goof
David M. Post, written up in
Thursday's Lobo as an
independent candidate for City
Com mission, is not on the
Independent ticket but on the
Albuquerque Today and
Tomorrow ticket. The Lobo
regrets this mistake.

Tijerina

Stickers

The AS UN M speakers
committee will present Reies
Lopez Tijerina, former chairman
of the Alianza de Merced, at 8
p.m. Sept, 28 in Popejoy Hall.
Tickets are $1.50 for adults and
$1 for school children. UNM
students will be admitted free
with an ID.

CLASSIFIED

Non-resident student parking
stickers are now available at the
Campus Police Station.

Media Week

Persons interested in helping
with "The Experiment in Media"
week contact Tom Hogg at
277-4706.

ADVERTISING

WHERE: Journalism Ballding. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
205, n!ternoon11 preferably or mall,
run five or more consecutive days with
Clas11lfled Advertising
n~ changes the r~te is reduced to 6c
UlU4 P.o. Box 20
per word and the minimum number ot
Albuquerque,
N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment muat be made In full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

5) FORSALE

PERSONALS

USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & RECORDS. Brothers Music, ],831 Central
NW. 242-3745. 9/28
SHIRTS I Florala, Solids, stripes, Prints,
Knits. All in your size. Lobo Men'& Shop,
2120 C<!ntral SE. 243-6954.
JUST RECEIVED " shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These ma·
chines have never been used and are
equipped w/zig.zag, make buttonholes,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
terms. United Frelltbt Sales. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9, tfn

AGORA is a UNM Crisis center. Staffed
by Student Volunteers who can help in
Personal crises and have access to information about services available to
people In the Albuquerque area. Anyone
is welcome 24 hrs. a day, NW corner
Mesa Vista, 277-3013.
BLANK DATE BOOK? Meet that inter~
estlng someone through Arrangements
Unlimited. 107 Girard SE or cnll 2658379. 9/29 •

2)

LOST&FOUND

FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. TbCllc units hav<J AM·FM stereo
Teceivcrs w/8 track player. Also come
complete w/separate deluxe Gar.t'ard
changer & four sPeaker system. $109.95
ca:~h or terms. Unitl'd Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9, tfn.

FOUND: BLACK PUPPY DOG with
leash across from UNM. Contact Decca
807 Cornell, Apt. 4. 9/30
FOUND: Silver and turquoise ring, on
Frldny f;Ppt, 17. Jf you thillk ibJ Y<luts
call JJ!l, Ph. 242-3966, 9/29

3)

SERVICES

6)

HAVE SPARE TIME in mornings and
want to do something meaningful? Volunteer to help out nt our school for retarded kida. Perfect for spcclnl education
majors. Call Angie 266·2761 n!ter 12 :30
9/27
COLLEGE STUDENT: Prepare now for
the bul!!ness world. .Choose your own
hours. Sell established Productll to home
and Jndustry. Call 2GG-2200, 9/27

TUTORING-In all subjects on aU levels.
Experienced, certified or college teachera
wlll tutor you In your home at convenient
hours. CERTJFlED TUTORING SERVICE-296·8100. 9/27
AUDUBON ECOLOGY_F_ILMS_ _O_n_wt_'l-dIICe (outdoors i.e.) at POPEJOY starting Thursday Octooor 7, 7~16 PM. ($3
Student ticket good for all 5 shows.)
Phone 277·3121 while the tickets last.
FINE OLD FASHIONED l'ORTRAIT
PHOTOGHAPHY - Wroding-, You or
Whatever. 242-7658. !l/22
MUSIC INSTRUCTION: Will teach saxoocnhplNNE
ophone, reasonable rates contact Terl'Y'
242-4306, 9/30
TlRED O.F DOING YOUR OWN lRONlNG7 Call 266·1664. Reasonable rates.
9/28

4)

7)

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen Prlveleges. Evenings
2Gil-Oii1J6, 9/28

Coin-op Dry..Cie<:~ning
and laundry

5) FORSALE

PageS

Needy Families Increase, 11 States CutAidLevel
WASHINGTON (UPl)National welfare costs
skyrocketed 27 per cent last year
and·· relief rolls increased 17 per
cent. The increases were the
largest in history.
The department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
said welfare costs for the fiscal
year ended June 30 totaled $16.3
bUlion. Relief rolls climbed to
14.3 million persQns.
The HEW report Thursday said
welfare costs for the year ending
in June, 1968, were $8.9 blllion.
'!hey went up to $10.6 billion in
1969 and $12.9 billion in 1970.
High Rise
The average monthly payments
to welfare dients rose from
$47.20 in June, 1970, to $49,30
in June, 1971. During the same
period, welfare rolls added 2.1
million persons.
Johr
D.
Twiname,

mor~
in direct p~yrnents to
persons on welfare and $1.2
billion in payments for medical
care for the needy.
In the biggest of all welfare
programs, aid to families with
dependent children, the annual
increase was 23 per cent to 10.2
million persons. Except for a
slight drop in West VirgiQia, all
states and the District of
Columbia reported increases in
needy family clients for the
12-month period.
From May to June this year,
needy family rolls swelled in 35
states. The largest inc:rease,
16,000, was in Illinois, Other
increases from 5000 to 7500
persons were reported in Florida,
Mississippi, Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Texas. California led the
states that trimmed family rolls,
dropping 42,700 persons.

administrator of HEW's Social and
Rehabilitation Service, said the
annual increase for the past fiscal
year was partially offset by a
decline for three consecutive
months in welfare spending and a
two-month reduction of welfare
rolls,
<~It is too early to call these
decreqses a trend," Twiname s~d.
"aut there is an obvious
tightening up in the states."
11 states have cut the level of
welfare aid recently in fiscal belt
tightening moves, Twiname said,
reducing the number of persons
eligible for aid.
The states are Alabama,
Arizona, Delaware, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Nevada,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New
York and Washington.
Direct Payments
The $3.4 billion annual increase
.~n costs included $2.2 billion

Canoodlers Win-Prudes Lose, 4-3
council's Highways Committee.
"There are a lot of young
couples moving here now and
they are forward- looking
people," said Howard, a poultry
farmer. "Having the ca,r park open
is also good for the traders in the
area."

LONDON (UPI)- Young da1,1ghters,
U!f a young girl got into
couples in the London suburb of
Canvey Island now can doL their difficulties she would be able to
all·nigbt cuddling in the town's get out of t~e car right ~n .. the
·
main parking lot thanks to a town cent~.t uf town.''
Stern Opposition
councilman who is a grandfather.
Alterman said his battle had
Sidney Alterman, 60, has won
his two-year campaign to {lersuade · met stern opposition among the
28,000 residents of the Thames
his fellow cquncilmen to keep the
Oak Road lot open all night as a Estuary town 80 miles east oj
special convenience for young London who did not share liis
views.
lovers. ~l'he vote was 4-3.
"There are prudes in this town
"I would rather see young
couples courting in the car park who have tried to keep the car
than down a dark alley," said park closed at night. No doubt
there still wiU be some opposition.
Alterman 1 who has two married
I am delighted with the council's
decision," be said.
"It's an ideal place for courting
couples if they want to do a spot
of canoodling. It's all perfectly
harmless."
September 27, 1971
Since Altf:'rman, a real estate
Pxesident Heady; Unjon LobbY<
agertt, began his drive, residents
1:30.2:30 p.m.
La Societe du Cinema; Union
twice persuaded a majority of
Theater; 3:30, 7:30, and 9:30 p,m,
seven
councilmen to keep it
Panhellenic Council; Union, room
closed from 10 p.m. to 8 a.m.
230; 3:30·5:30 p.m.
Students of Objectivism; Union,
Brought Around
room 250·0; 5-10 p.m.
But
now
many of them have
ASUNM Steering Committee;
been
brought
around to
Union, r(Jom 230; 7·9 p.m.
Alterman's views, according to
Town Club; Union, room 230; 7·8
p.m.; Union, room 253; 7-9:30 p.m.
fellow councilman Raymond
Black Student Union; Union, South
Howard, 29, chairman of the
Ballroom; 8·10 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS

HARRIS TWEED SPORT COATS $3()
each. New u.rrivala from England. Also,
Indian Navajo rugs, Many interesting
imports. FREED CO,, 415 Central NW.
GIRLs-LET US BUY YOUR CONTEM~
POitARY FASHION CLOTHES that
just hang in your closet. FUNBRELLA,
1003 San Matro SE. 266·4920.

FORRENT

DADY DUTCJt RADDIT: $4 (with food)
Box trained. Call 27'7-6366, 10/4
ENGLlSH, SPRINGER SPANIEL PUP.
Mall!, black and white. Registered AKO,
Affectionate. Call 255-6422 evenlnp.
10/4
'6'1 CHEVROLET: Law student must lsell
lmPI\la SS ~onvertibll!, 327 V-8, autOo<
matlc tran.smis8ion1 radial tires, excellent
c:ondltion, $1260. 2118-4.034. 9/27
MUSTANG '6fJ, 4 speed, positrae, kont
flhocb, maga, mlchlens, stabilizer bal'!l.
Will out handle Z-28, 242-6451. 9/80
64 WESTCOASTER MAIL TRUCK: :re:Dainted, interior re-done-CHEAP-266·
0691 after 5~30. 9/30
10112 FOIU) Fairlane, Good 'Mechanleal
Condition, $125. 265·1474. D/28
RABBITS: They make lovable atrect.tonate
JJel3 and are easy to care fot<. Call 265·
0987 or eom6 evenngs by 412 Columbia
SE. 11/30
80 USED PORTABLE TV'S. S30-$BO. 441
Wyoming NE. 265·5987. 12/20
1062 FORO FAlRLANE, Good MechlUl•
i!!al C-ondition, $125. 256•1474. 0/27
NEEDth BREAD-1971 CB350 Honda-8
mon s old-$70()-cMh, 1960 VW Bug
-Super Clean-$326,00 cash. lUck 2479217.
BEADS, DEADS, BEADS I Hundred of
different kinds and colol'!l of beads.
Deada for macrame at 'l'be Bead Sruunan.
401D San Felipe NW, Old Town. 11-7
dally, 9/27
USl<JD SUEDE AND LEATHER. .lACK·
ETS. $2.50 to 15.00 each whlle they
Istst, At The Bead Shaman, 4011J San
Felipe NW, Old ToWn ll-7 dally, 9/27
1068 HARLEY·DAVIDSON SPRINT SS.
Rebuilt engine. Just tuned. Excellent
condition. $290. 266·1165, 9/28
BEAUTIFUL PURE-BRED s'-::IA~M~E~•S~E
KITTENS $1tl each; 266·5052: 248-4826.
9/25
DATSUN 2000: Orte ot liOO produced :for
Cl!Wl C competltlon. 271·G598, 9/25
LONG SLEEVE KNIT SHlRTS fn solids
and llatwms. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120
Central SE. 0/30
LEATHER DELLBOTTOMS AND .rACK·
ETS. by Levi'11, Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 9/80
70 liONDA 760cc, LUIT@Ife rack, !arlnir,
oooo ml. 296-7184. 9/25

EMPLOYMENT

National Welfare Costs Skyrocket

~,Visit our fi

(@uurt:ers
Package Liquor

department.

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 6-pk

brazier

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

I

I

•
1

2J300

Central SE

CLA§§IFIED

A DVERT~§ING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
.
'

'

,

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found

3 Services

6. Employment

7~

4. For Rent

Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED $._ _ ___
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